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1 OVERVIEW 

1.1 Introduction 
This document contains the requirements for supervision and administration of The Open 
Group Internet Based Testing (IBT) certification examinations by Accredited Training Course 
Providers. This document will be updated periodically based on feedback and the latest 
version can be obtained from the applicable certification web site. 

It should be noted that the IBT access to The Open Group certification examinations is only 
available on request to Accredited Training Course providers for their direct use and cannot 
be made available to any non-accredited third parties. 

1.2 General Requirements 
The testing center requires a configured room, a person to administer and supervise the 
exams (herein referred to as the “proctor”), networked computers, and Internet access. 

The technical requirements for connecting to The Open Group Internet Based Testing portal 
are documented at 
https://www.opengroup.org/togaf9/cert/docs/IBT_Technical_Requirements.pdf, including 
details of supported web browsers and configuration requirements. 

 

Browser Configuration 

The most frequent cause of problems for candidates is incorrect browser configuration. This can 
prevent the examination from running or resuming in the event of a disruption. Browsers must 
be setup with Javascript enabled, Popups allowed and cookies enabled. Browsers must also be 
compatible with the technical requirements. 

 

1.3 Candidate Testing 
To ensure that all candidates are tested under equally favorable conditions, the following 
regulations and procedures must be observed: 

• Candidates are not allowed to have personal belongings within reach of their test 
desk. Personal belongings should either be stored outside the examination room, or 
beyond the reach of the candidates and in view of the proctor. 

• Candidates are not permitted to eat, or smoke during the test. They may be 
permitted to drink coffee, tea, water or soda if permitted by the Accredited Training 
Course Provider. 

• Under no circumstances will candidates be permitted to work beyond the time 
allocated for the exam unless due to exceptions as noted in section 1.8. 

• Candidates may not leave the room during an exam without notifying the exam 
proctor. Candidates will be required to sign-out when leaving and sign-in upon 
returning to the testing room. Candidates who need to leave the exam room for any 
reason will not be allowed additional time for the exam. 
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• The testing center should issue each candidate with notepaper and a pen or pencil 
(or equivalent, e.g. dryboard and marker). The Proctor is responsible for ensuring 
that these are collected in at the end of the examination session and that all notes 
are securely destroyed. Under no circumstances will Candidates be permitted to 
remove notes from the examination room. 

• Candidates causing any disturbance or engaging in any kind of misconduct ---such 
as giving or receiving help, using unauthorized notes, books, or other aids, taking 
part in an act of impersonation, or removing notes from the testing room ---may be 
summarily dismissed from the exam. Proctors should report such incidents as noted 
in section 1.8. 

• Only candidates enrolled for ESL exams may bring a dictionary into the exam room 
(with prior Proctor inspection/approval). All other materials are not permitted. Where 
necessary the Accredited Training Course Provider will provide access to reference 
texts for open book examinations, as noted in Section 1.8. 

 

1.4 Testing Room Requirements: 
 

• The testing room must be quiet and free from distractions such as printers, copiers, 
conversations, and general facility traffic. 

• The testing room should be viewable and audible to the exam proctor through a 
window or video camera, or there must be somewhere in the testing room for the 
proctor to sit during the exam.  In either case the proctor must be able to see the 
candidates and to move freely through the testing room while the exam is in 
progress. 

• The testing room should be pleasantly and ergonomically furnished. The room should 
be well lit and must have proper ventilation. 

• The testing room must contain no materials (reference texts, posters, and so on) 
that are related to the subject matter of the tests. 

• The testing room and equipment must be dedicated to testing for the scheduled 
duration of testing and no other purpose. 

• Each test station must be separated from another by an acoustical partition or 
located such that no candidate can read the monitor of another candidate. 

• The available desktop space at each test station should be at least 100 centimetres 
wide (approximately 3 feet) by 55 centimetres deep (approximately 2 feet). 

• The testing room must meet local requirements for accessibility. 

• The testing room or facility must have an accessible secure storage area for test 
takers’ personal items during the testing session. If this is located in the testing 
room all personal items must be beyond the reach of the candidates and in view of 
the proctor. 
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1.5 Provision of Test Equipment 
The Accredited Training Course provider will ensure that the test equipment provided will be 
setup so as to ensure that no cheating, recording, transmission, or copying of the 
examination can occur. 

If personal equipment (e.g. laptops, tablets etc.) is to be used by the candidates then the 
Accredited Training Course provider must submit a written policy statement to the 
Certification Authority documenting how the requirement will be met. This policy statement 
must be approved by the Certification Authority in advance of any such use. Logs of each 
use of candidate equipment must be kept and may be subject to audit. 

In practice this means that an ATC will need to be able to load a clean environment into a 
PC (typically by booting via a USB stick or cdrom), and for that environment to be removed 
at the end of a session. 

1.6 Who is eligible to become a proctor? 
See the applicable Training Course Accreditation Requirements document. In addition to 
those requirements a Proctor must have passed the Proctor Practice Test, which includes 
the requirement to demonstrate the ability to extend and resume an exam (see later). 

1.7 Permitted/ Not Permitted Items 
PERMITTED:  In addition to normal indoor clothing appropriate to their culture and 
religion, Candidates may have ONLY the following items at their examination desk: 

• An acceptable and valid ID 

• A jacket or sweater (if not wearing, hang on back of chair) 

• Non-mechanical, non-electronic ear plugs (with prior Proctor inspection/approval) 

• Cell phone, with battery removed (see below) 

• An approved drink 

• Notepaper and pen or pencil(or equivalent, e.g. dryboard and marker) provided by 
the Proctor and returned at the end of the examination  

• The specified reference text for Open Book examinations, if applicable, provided by 
the Proctor 

 
NOT PERMITTED: Examples of items not permitted on examination desks include, but not 
limited to: 

• Books or notes apart from a dictionary for ESL candidates, and notepaper (see 
above) provided by the Proctor  

• Electronic and mechanical devices capable of communication, recording or filming  

• Highlighters, pens, pencils, or other writing instruments other than those provided by 
the Proctor 

• Brimmed hats or caps, including baseball caps 

• Purses and other bags (Proctors must accompany Candidates who wish to retrieve an 
item from a purse or bag) 
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• Food. Food may be kept in personal bags or purses and accessed during authorized 
break 

• Tobacco products 

• “Good-luck” pieces, including photographs 

 
Cell Phones and PDAs: 

During an examination, using a cell phone, and/or any electronic device, which can be used 
for recording, communicating, or transmitting any test material, may be the basis for 
withholding scores. Candidates determined to have used such devices while in the 
examination room or restroom during an exam may be prohibited from taking future 
examinations. In addition, they may receive a score of zero or their scores may be 
cancelled. Although permitted, we discourage bringing cell phones to examinations. If a cell 
phone must be brought, it must be placed on the examination desk, with the battery 
removed and placed adjacent to the cell phone. The surface housing the battery must be 
face up for inspection by the proctor. Any cell phone that does not have a removable 
battery must be given to the proctor for the entire length of each test session. If a 
Candidate uses the restroom during the examination, the cell phone must be left on the 
examination desk. Non-compliance with any aspect of this policy is an irregularity which 
must be reported and may be subject to the consequences associated with cheating. 

1.8 Acting as a Proctor  
All live examinations within The Open Group Internet Based Testing (IBT) system require a 
proctor to sign in each candidate at the start of the candidate test session, and also to 
resume an interrupted test session. 

Proctors have the ability to extend candidate sessions in the event of an interruption; in all 
cases of extending a session the Proctor must record comments into the system to justify 
the test extension (see section 1.8.3). 

All Proctors must complete and return The Open Group Proctor Non Disclosure Agreement1. 
This should be the latest version of the form available from The Open Group web site. 
Instructions for its completion are included on the first page of the agreement. Counter-
signature by The Open Group and return is required before proceeding to the next steps. 

                                            
1 The NDA can be obtained from http://www.opengroup.org/togaf9/cert/docs/ 
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1.8.1 Registering as a Proctor 
This section describes how an individual becomes a Proctor. 

Step 1: In order to obtain status as a Proctor, firstly an individual must have an account 
with The Open Group IBT system. 

Register at http://tcnet.prometric.com/opengroup 

The Proctor must register their company as that of the Accredited Training Course provider 
and use an email address for that organization. Use of an ISP email address such as gmail, 
hotmail or yahoo is not acceptable. 
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Requirement: Proctor Registration COMPANY Field and Email 
Address 

Please ensure for Proctors that the COMPANY field is completed with the 
ATTC Provider organization name and that the email address is correct.  Use 
of generic ISPs for email addresses such as gmail, hotmail or yahoo are not 
acceptable. The Prometric Testing ID field should be left blank. 

 

 

 

At this point, once registered the individual has permissions to take a test but not to Proctor 
a test, so the screen presented at login would appear as follows: 
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Step 2: Once the individual has obtained an account an authorized representative from the 
Accredited Training organization needs to contact The Open Group at least 5 working days 
prior to the need to request that the individual be assigned as Proctor status.   

The authorized representative needs to provide descriptions of the locations for proctoring 
(for example, The Open Group office, Reading, UK ).  

The Open Group will then assign Proctor rights to the individual to authorize them to act as 
a Proctor. The Open Group will also enter the locations allowed for this proctor. 

The Open Group will confirm proctor assignment to the authorized representative. At this 
point there are still steps to complete to gain recognized proctor status. 

 

 

When signing a candidate in to an examination each Proctor has to select 
the location where the examination is being run from. ATC providers must 
supply the list of geographic locations to The Open Group for each Proctor. 
These are combined with the organization name to create an IBT location, 
for example for The Open Group Reading Offices, the location could be TOG-
Reading-UK. 
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Step 3: Once you have received notice of Proctor assignment, login to the IBT 
system and confirm permissions as follows. 

Once assigned the screen that would be displayed on login will have the additional Proctor 
option available as follows: 

 

 
Selecting the Proctor link then displays the available options, which will be discussed later in 
this section 

 

 

Step 4: Undertake Proctor training using the Proctor Practice Test. 

The final stage to recognition is to complete the Proctor Practice Test. This must be passed in order to 
gain status to proctor exams. The practice test covers key knowledge and question formats. It is also 
intentionally short so the trainee proctor can test extending the time needed for a test. If you pass the 
exam first time and have not extended the exam session, then this will be classified as a fail. In such a 
case you should extend the session and resume in order to pass. 

1.8.2 Proctoring a Test Session 
This section describes the Proctor role when candidates take the examinations.  

Pre-Test Day Preparation 
We recommend that all Proctors check that they are able to login to the IBT system at least 
one day in advance of their next exam proctoring session. This will then allow time to 
resolve any access problems, to recover or reset passwords (see section 1.11), and to 
ensure they have all the information to run the examination. 
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On the Day of the Examination 
Candidates should login to the IBT system using their own login id and select “Take Test” 
from the Candidate/Delivery Menu. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: 

Please ensure that candidates only register once within IBT, so on their first 
registration please ensure that they retain a note of their ID and password. If they 
forget their credentials they should follow the on screen instructions – they should 
not register a second account. 

If a candidate is taking a multi section examination such as the TOGAF 9 Combined 
Part 1 and 2 Examination remind them that at the end of Part 1 section they 
should not select “End Test”, but Next or Continue to proceed to the next section 
of the examination. 

Upon login Candidates will then be presented with a screen similar to the following (note 
that there may be some Public Practice tests): 

 
The live exams are Private Tests and a unique keycode is required to access each exam 
type. These keycodes will be made available to the Accredited Training organization by The 
Open Group. Proctors should only make available the appropriate keycodes to their 
candidates at the time of taking the test (note that keycodes only apply to use of the IBT 
system and are not used with voucher codes at Prometric test centers). 
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Once a valid Keycode has been entered a confirmation screen will appear. 

 
This confirms the test name and provides a general description of the test. It confirms that 
the test requires a Proctor to sign-in and that the test requires a Voucher code. 
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Selecting “Take this test” requires the Proctor to sign in 

 
Note that a Location must be selected for the Proctor. Location names are based 
on the ATTC organization names. Ensure you pull down the correct name for your 
organization. If you have a new geographic location you should have your ATC 
Manager contact The Open Group to have the location added. 

The final step to having the candidate commence the test is to then input the Voucher code. 

 

 

Obtaining Exam Voucher Codes 

Voucher codes must be obtained in advance from The Open Group (including 
payment). Information on this is documented in a separate Guide applicable to the 
Certification program. 

 
 

1.8.3 Handling Exceptions with IBT 
This section describes how to handle various exceptions. 

Its possible when running an IBT test session that some issues may occur that will require 
Proctor intervention, for example the internet link becoming unavailable, a power cut, a fire 
drill, or a workstation crash, or similar. 

 

 

Proctors must always login to the IBT web system using a separate workstation 
from the candidates otherwise the IBT system may flag the login as unauthorized.  

 
 

Proctors have the ability to adjust time remaining and to enter test event comments 
for sessions that they are proctoring as shown in the Proctor menu. 
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The following screen shows the search screen for Adjusting Test Event Time Remaining 
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Entering The Time Remaining CORRECTLY 

It is important to note that the time entered in the next screen is the TIME 
REMAINING for the test. This function can be performed while the user is 
taking the test, or after the test is completed and scored, in which case it 
allows the user to resume the test. You can also select the time limit for the 
candidate to resume the test. This is a number of days, up to 7 days and 
can be used if you need to resume at a later date in the next week. 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Extending Test Time Remaining for a Multiple Section Examination 

If an interruption occurs for a candidate taking an examination that comprises multiple 
sections such as the TOGAF 9 Combined Part 1 and 2 examination, you must set the section 
that the candidate should resume with. Note the time remaining is total time (not just time 
on the section). 

 

 

Proctors can also enter test comments for sessions they are proctoring. This is required for 
any unusual events while proctoring. Some examples are computer problems, site problems 
and problems with the candidate terminating a session prematurely. 
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1.8.4 Helping a Candidate Resume a Test 
The following screens show the candidate view of resuming an interrupted test. 

 
The candidate should select Resume Test. If nothing happens at this stage then check that 
the browser is setup correctly (see Common Questions and Problems). 

 
Select the test to resume, at which point the Proctor needs to authenticate again 

 

1.8.5 Open Book Examinations 
Where an examination is Open Book, only the specified text is permitted, and this text must 
be provided to each candidate in either pdf format or hardcopy book form by the Accredited 
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Training Course Provider. If using pdf, it is recommended that this be done via a USB 
memory stick or equivalent. Candidates are allowed to use the search capability within the 
pdf reader software, if present.  

Special conditions apply to multi section tests such as the TOGAF 9 Combined Part 1 and 2 
examination (see the next page). 

 

TOGAF 9/ArchiMate 2 Combined Part 1 and Part Examination 

These examinations have two examination sections, each with different 
Proctoring requirements: 

Part 1 is Closed Book. 

Part 2 is Open Book.  

For ATTC providers delivering this examination, Proctors are required to 
ensure that Open Book texts are only used in the second section. To assist 
this, the IBT version of this examination allows up to 10 minutes after the 
completion of section 1 to allow the Open Book to be distributed. It is 
recommended that you ask candidates to raise their hands after completing 
the first section.  This is not intended as a break for candidates to leave the 
room. 
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1.9 Proctor Training 
The Open Group has a “Proctor Practice test” that is required for Proctor training before full 
Proctor status can be confirmed. This test checks for knowledge about proctoring and 
resources for proctors. If you are an ATC Provider you can request a voucher code to access 
this test for training purposes. (Note that a proctor only needs one voucher code as they 
can extend a test to continue their training.) 

This should be used to practice starting tests (where the proctor has to sign in), extending 
test time for a candidate (where there has been an interruption to the test) and to enter 
comments against a test.  

A full pass for the Proctor Practice test includes the proctor demonstrating that they can 
extend and resume a test, so a proctor who achieve the pass score for the exam at the first 
attempt within the time limits and who has not extended the exam will be classified as a 
fail. 

1.10  Common Questions and Problems 

For some candidates the test starts but when they select Next nothing happens. What can I do? 
Check the browser setup. Browsers need to have popup blocking disabled, cookies and 
javascript enabled. 

A candidate session is interrupted and the system refuses to allow him to login again 
Check the browser setup. Ensure that all cookies and cache are cleared. If that does not 
work then try an alternate browser. 

A candidate has logged in but when we go to enter the test keycode the system has an error and 
does not start the test? 
Check that you are entering the keycode into the Private Tests field. If this is the 
candidate’s first attempt then check the keycode. If the candidate has previously taken the 
test and failed then the system will automatically prevent a retake until one month has 
elapsed. Under no circumstances should the candidate re-register under a separate user id 
and attempt to take the test. 

How do I know which tests are open book and which are closed book? 
Refer to the applicable Open Group certification web site which has exam summaries.  

Can I use the same voucher code on the free retake within IBT? 
No, voucher codes can only be used once. If the candidate failed the Part 1 or Part 2 
examination in IBT and is sitting for a retake then the IBT system will allow the retake 
without a voucher code (note that the examination keycode is still required as is a Proctor 
login).  

For TOGAF 9/ArchiMate 2: If the candidate has failed one section of the TOGAF 9/ArchiMate 
2 Combined Part 1 and 2 examination, then in order to take just the failed section in the 
form of the applicable single part examination they will need a voucher code. 
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Can I discuss the Proctor Practice Test questions and answers with my colleagues? 
Although you may be tempted to do this, we would request that you do not. It is important 
that each proctor has understood the requirements, policies and how to extend and resume 
a test. If they encounter problems in a live situation they will lose their proctor status, so it 
is better to let them take the exam having prepared without any collusion with others. 

Do I need my staff to take any training before use of IBT?  
Yes, it is mandatory that your staff take the available training. We have encountered a 
number of incidents where Proctors had difficulties due to lack of training. Minimally all 
proctors need to practice the scenario of a candidate accidentally terminating their 
examination and restarting it. We recommend repeat training if a proctor has not used the 
system for an extended period. Evidence of failure to comply with procedures will lead to 
withdrawal of proctor status for an individual pending evidence of remedial training. 

My colleague needs to Proctor but did not have time to register. Can he/she use my Proctor 
credentials? 
No, each proctor must be fully registered and trained prior to use of the system. If you do 
this then your ATC will have all rights to use the IBT system suspended pending an 
investigation. 

What training do we need to do to Proctor with IBT?  
At a minimum you must do the following: 

1. Download and read the Exam Supervision Guidelines (this document) 

2. Register within IBT as documented in the Exam Supervision Guidelines 

3. When confirmed by The Open Group, login again to check Proctor status is assigned as 
documented in the Exam Supervision Guidelines 

4. Watch all the available training videos 

5. Use the Proctor Training Practice test to trial commencing an exam and also extending 
the time 

A candidate pressed End Test prematurely in the exam, can they restart?  
In this situation a Proctor can login to the Proctor screens and extend the time remaining for 
the candidate they are proctoring. See earlier in this document and the video tutorials. 

Are candidates allowed to remove notes from the exam room?  
No. See earlier in this document for details of exam supervision requirements. 

How can a Candidate get a copy of their score report? 
They can login to the IBT system and view their test history and obtain score reports for 
past tests. 

Where can candidates get certificates from? 
Certificates are available within The Open Group certification system. Candidates are 
notified by email within 6 working days of completing an examination within information on 
how to complete their certification. 
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A candidate failed an exam, where can they get their score report from? 
Candidates have detailed score reports available to them within the IBT system. These 
should be supplied to Accredited Training Course providers if the candidate wants to claim a 
retake voucher. To obtain a score report they should login, select “Candidate”, then "Review 
Scores". 

I’ve proctored for another Accredited Training Course Provider, can I proctor for a different 
trainer? 
Only if an additional Open Group Proctor NDA is in place for you with that training 
organization. You will also need to have an email address with that organization. 

 

Questions on Using Candidate Equipment 

Q. Is watching candidates closely using their own regular equipment acceptable? 
A. No, this is not acceptable. 

Q. Do you recommend a specific technique? 
No, The Open Group does not prescribe specific techniques to do this, but there are a 
number of approaches, for example: 

• Boot from a USB stick 
• Run a Lockdown Browser (Secure Exam Browser) 

Q. My candidate devices are not able to boot from USB, not able to install programs etc. Can we 
have an exception? 
A. No. The options in this case are for the ATC provider to propose an alternate way to 
satisfy the requirements or not use IBT. Not being able to secure the environment on a 
specific device to run the exams is not an acceptable proposed method to satisfy the 
requirements. 

Q. We provide to candidates our own PCs/ tablets and wipe them clean after use? Is that 
acceptable? 
A. So long as the PCs/ tablets are setup so as to ensure "that no cheating, recording, 
transmission, or copying of the examination can occur” and you have standard setup 
procedures established that are documented in your quality management system (available 
for audit) then this is fine. 
 

TOGAF 9 Specific Questions 

What IBT exam results are immediately available to Candidates? 
As of June 1 2013 all test results (except for some local language versions of TOGAF 9 Part 
2 are immediately available to candidates, who get the result at the end of the test (on the 
screen and by email). 
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How do I know which tests are open book and which are closed book? 
Refer to The Open Group certification web site which has exam summaries at 
https://www.opengroup.org/togaf9/cert/docs/ 

Where can I find more information on the TOGAF 9 Combined Part 1 and 2 examination? 
As noted above refer to the certification web site. 

 

1.11 Requesting Help 
In the event of difficulty please raise a ticket with The Open Group helpdesk at 
https://help.opengroup.org/tickets/new. Please note that the helpdesk team is based in the 
UK and operates UK office hours. Raising a ticket ensures that the maximum number of 
support staff will see an issue and hence lead to a faster response. 

 


